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Best Led Lighting Manufacturer, Supplier in China




GREENRIY Technology Co., Ltd with GRNLED, Eurolight, and Golumen Brand was built in 2014 and is one of the leading LED light manufacturers, suppliers, and factories in China.




2024 E-Catalogue
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HOT SALE LED LIGHTS
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Adjustable Recessed Downlight
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IP65 Surface Downlights
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Recessed Anti-glare Downlights
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Magnetic Track Lighting System1. Input voltage 48V DC 220VAC optional
2. 0-10V dimmable / DALI Dimming / Zigbee Smart dimming optional
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led backlit panel light 600×600
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Outdoor Bulkhead Lights
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UFO Round High Bay 100-300W1. High Lumens output up to 130-150lm/W output
2. Beam angle including 60/90/120°, acrylic or aluminum reflector optional
3. Warranty of 5 years at a cheap price



















APPLICATION IDEAS
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Shop Lighting
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Supermarket Lighting
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Road Lighting
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Hotel Lighting
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Warehouse Lighting
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Parking lots Lighting
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Stadium Lighting
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Office Lighting
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GET IN TOUCH




We’d love to know your business, requirements & expectations




Don’t you find what you are requesting?






















WHY GRNLED AS YOUR PARTNER

















One-Stop Supply
Mostly, all led lights like indoor lights, outdoor lighting, commercial lighting, industrial lighting, and emergency lighting can be provided for a project. We have more than 200 customers around the world.














Good Quality
Our solution for all led lights is with top brands Cree, Osram, Philips, bridge-lux led chips, and Philips, Osram, Meanwell, LiFud, Eagleries, Moso, and Sosen driver brands. 3/5 Years warranty. 














Low Price
We have a good supply chain for raw materials at a competitive price. we can provide different solutions for different projects or orders. Low cost but stable quality to meet customer’s budget requirements.














Fast Ship
For common standard led lights, we have stocks for raw materials, it is the fastest delivery time, generally available within 2-10 days for different quantities, and we also have good shipping forwarders.
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CERTIFICATES











As a professional LED lighting manufacturer and supplier, our LED light factory has passed ISO9001:2015 certification. And our LED lights have CE and RoHS certifications. All materials like led chips and led drivers are TUV, CE, CE, SAA, ETL, and UL-approved. 




The quality management system certification ensures the standardized management of our LED lights factory and eliminates internal quality problems. LED light certification makes our products comply with international safety standards. By buying LED lights from our LED lights factory, you have a fundamental guarantee.














WHAT DO OUR TARGET CUSTOMERS SAY?











We have been an exclusive agent of volume since 2014. They are a trusted partner and solve problems&give the best solutions in a fast and professional way.






Nani

CEO of Lighting Wholesaler




Good supplier professionally provides lighting solutions for our projects and perfectly customizes the led lighting according to our detailed requirements. Good partner






John

Owner of engineering company





Greenriy is s professional led lighting manufacturer, helping us to import led lighting successfully for the first time. They are always serious even if my order is only in small quantities.






Mohammed

Retailer of Led Lighting



















OTHER LED LIGHTS CATEGORIES
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LED Floodlight
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LED Street Light
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LED Solar Street Lights
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LED Downlight
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LED Track Lights
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Best LED Panel Lights
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LED Linear Lighting
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LED Batten Lights
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LED Landscape Lights
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LED High Bay Light





















OUR LATEST BLOGS
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Best 8 Types of China Lighting Company/Supplier-2024 Updated
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Zoomable Track Lights for Museum Lighting
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Top 11 LED Light Brands In the World
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Types of Outdoor Lighting and Related Manufacturer 2024
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Barber Shop Lighting Ideas
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Complete Office Lighting Design Guide
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Types of Lighting Fixtures and Their Application
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Know the Most Popular LED Lights in Seconds





















FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS












Are you a manufacturer for led lighting?

Yes. We are a professional led lights manufacturer in Shenzhen city china since 2013, we have been manufacturing more than 500000pcs led lights for overseas markets.








What is MOQ for your led lighting?

This is no MOQ limited for our led lights with standard parameters. But for some special requirements such as led street lights with 2000-2500K color temperature, or customizing special length for linear led lightings, etc, there will be a MOQ. Just talk with us about your detailed requirements.








What is your payment terms?

Generally,30%deposit in advance by T/T, Western Union, or Paypal, the balance should be paid before shipping out.








How long do LED lights really last?

From theory, it is 50000Hrs in lifespan. But actually, it is decided by LED Driver and chips. The lifetime should last 7 years if the led lights are with a well-led driver and chips. Our led floodlights were produced in 2013 and now it is still working well, they have been working for more than 7 years.








How much do LED lights cost?

Different led lights at different prices. The cheapest led bulb is only $0.5/pcs for 5Watt. But for led street lights, the price will be much higher.








How do you make LED lights brighter?

Generally, the first way is to increase the quantities of led chips. Or improve the transmittance of cover.
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					GRNLED is one of the leading LED light manufacturers which is specialized in producing, designing, supplying, exporting, marketing-led lights. We can do production or design according to customer’s requirements with much more experiences than expected.
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		CONTACT US
			TEL: +86-13570825764

FAX: +86-0755-29583544

EMAIL: info@grnled.com

grnled01@gmail.com

Location: 2nd Floor, Block 6, Fu’Qi Street, TieBian Village, Henglan Town, Zhongshan, China
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